Crossover aspects in Ising strips under the influence of variable surface fields and a grain boundary.
I use an exact variational formulation of Mikheev and Fisher to study the critical Ising strip with a grain boundary and confining surfaces characterized by arbitrary and different surface magnetic fields. Energy density profiles that serve as order parameters of the system within the used method show strong nonmonotonous behavior in the vicinity of confining surfaces. I consider short-distance expansion of energy density profiles. New universal amplitudes associated with distant-wall corrections exhibit nontrivial crossover behaviors from positive to negative values as the field's variables are continuously varied. Casimir amplitudes calculated in a self-contained manner are characterized by complex manifolds which may comprise two disconnected positive wings separated by an area of negative values. I define and determine the generalized de Gennes-Fisher amplitude, which strongly suggests that a stress tensor is present within one of the distant-wall corrections. This is an unanticipated result given that a similar discovery for standard extraordinary (E) and ordinary (O) surface universality classes was based on the conformal invariance symmetry, which is broken under the present boundary conditions. A grain boundary essentially influences both energy density profiles and Casimir amplitudes, besides surface fields with a number of accompanying features that are examined in detail. We present closed analytic forms of energy density profiles for standard (N) and (O) BCs: ɛNN(x,g),ɛOO(x,g),ɛNO(x,g) [(N) is the normal surface universality class, g is the grain boundary's strength, x is the relative distance x:=z/L with L as a film width], thus enabling us to deduce their important symmetry properties and to have a detailed insight into their general behaviors.